
                 Stop Clearing Oromo from their Land in the name of boosting economic development  

Who will stand for the Oromo’s living on the outskirts of Finfinnee?  

A.  Background 

It is to be recalled that Finfinnee (Addis Ababa) was founded as the present capital city the so called 

Ethiopian in 1886 by a man called Minilik II. During this time, the area was inhabited by the Oromo 

people and the area was almost covered with natural forest.  Initially the Shawa government made it 

seat at Ankober. Hence, before the founding of Finfinee as a political and economic capital of the 

king, all the areas within the present Finfinnee and the surround areas was free like any other Oromia 

lands. However, after 1886 the Semitic people from the northern segments and others had taken the 

land and the Oromo people who were used to live in these areas were forced lost their land through 

time.  

For example, according to Central Statistics Agency of Ethiopia (2007) Out of the 2,738,248  100% 

total population living in Finfinnee,  the total number of the Oromo people living in the city was only 

534,255 (19.51%). Since its founding as a capital, Finfinnee remained the capital city for the 

successive Ethiopian regimes (Menilik II, Lij Eyassu, Zawuditu, Hailesillasse I, Mengistu, Melles and 

HaileMariam). Through time, the number of inhabitants increased and urbanization expanded greatly. 

The deliberate and implicitly planned mission and decision  of the Semitic people to erase any sign of 

Oromo history from Finfinnee was started during the forcefully integration of Oromo people into 

Ethiopia as second-class citizens and the process has continued in the present government.  

Different people mostly from the northern part of the so called Ethiopia have come from the various 

ethnic groups come and settled in the capital owing to its supper suitable agro-climatic and exploit the 

natural within the outside today’s Finfinne from the near distance in the name of work and 

investment. Where did those Oromo farmers go when Finfinnee became the property of new 

invaders? Be in mind that the Oromo’s are pushed to the peripheral areas of the capital and the 

number of Oromo people inhabitants decreased from time to time, as the above data depicts.  The 

indigenous people of the land were pushed out one after the other and were replaced by the invaders 

from the north. What is happening to the Oromo people living on the outskirt of Finfinne today? It is 

simply the continuation of a process, which had resulted in a massive displacement of an indigenous 

Oromo people.  

 

 



B. The New Master Plan of Fifinnee and Areas to be Incorporated  

For the last 100 or so years the Master Plan of Finfinnee city was revised several times. The recent 

proposal of preparing new Master Plan for City administration that planned to incorporates all the 

towns and districts lying within the range of 1 hour commuting distance from the Finfinnee, justifies 

the blatant violation of the constitution and their voracious appetite  to systematically replacing 

resource and land deficient people to these fertile lands owned by the Oromo people. According to 

the proposed plan of established the “Integrated Regional Development Plan”, an additional 36 towns 

and 17 districts currently administered by the Oromia regional State will be merged with Finfinnee so 

that the right of the land use will be determined by the central mayor . 

 

The new Master Plan was intended to incorporate Oromia’s land locating in 100kms around the 

Finfinnee city. According to Ethiopia Government preparation, the following 36 Towns and 17 

Districts are included in the newly planned Master plan. (See the figure 1.) 

 Some of the Towns are: Adama, Sodere, Mojo, Wenji Adama, Ejere,  Alem Tena, Koka, 

Adulala, Bushoftu, Dukem, Gelen, Akaki Beseka, Godino, Chefe Donsa, Sebeta , Sendafa, 

Milkewa, Wendoda, Sirti, Duber,Gorfo, Chancho, Mulo, Debra,Muger , Ulo, Adis Alem, 

Holota, Burayu,Debre Genet,  Illu Teji, Tefki, Sebeta, Boneya, Melka Kunture and etc. 

 Some of the Districts areas are: Adama, Dodota, Bora, Lome, Liben chukala, Adea (around 

Bushoftu), Akaki, Gimbichu, Bereh(around Sebeta),  Aleltu, Jida,  Sulultu, Ejere, Welmera, 

Illu, Sebeta Hawas and etc. 

 

Today, when the world is concerned about preserving ecology and wild life in their natural habitat, it 

is an Ethiopian Government that is clearing an indigenous Oromo people from their home Land in the 

name of inequitable Economic Development.  Hence, who should stand and speak for these innocent 

people and argue to preserve the right of the extremely vulnerable Oromo people living in the 

proposed territories and to preserve the indigenous Oromo people, culture, Languages and etc. 

Otherwise sooner than latter these great people will be marginalized and lost their identities.  

 

 

 



 

 

Figure 1:  The newly Developed and proposed Master Plan of  the tomorrow’s Finfinne over the 

coming 25 years   

 

C. The Agenda behind the “Integrated Regional Development Plan (IRDP)”  

An office called “Addis Ababa and the surrounding Oromia Integrated Development Plan” prepared 

an International and National Conference on June 2013 at Adama Town, Galma Abba Gadaa. The 

Objective of organizing the conference of the top ranking government cadres (mostly OPDO’s) was 

to work on the manifesting of the proposed  Integrated Regional Development Plan (IRDP) and 

prepare the cadre’s to work on the people.  

On the Conference, it was stated that, the Purposes of the “IRDP” are: 

 Instrumental to unleashing Regional Development Potentials   

 Enables localities addressing their mutual development challenges  



 Enables localities addressing their mutual development challenges  

 Strengthens complementarities and interconnection of localities 

These purposes can be the explicit or clear objectives of the plan. However, the plan have hidden or 

implicit agenda. Systematically bringing the land under their custody so that, it will sooner or later 

scramble among their impoverished people in their region. For example, the Finfinnee City 

Administration and Finfinnee Special Zone can address their mutual development challenges without 

being incorporated into one master plan. However, the Master plan is not prepared on mutual benefit 

as the plan is solely prepared by Finfinnee City Administration, despite the name of the office. Hence, 

though development is boldly emphasized, the main purpose seems to clear the Oromo farmers from 

their lands in the name of unfair Economic Development. 

It was also stated that the Pillars of the Integrated Regional Development Plan are: 

 Regional Infrastructure Networks 

 Natural Resource and Environment Stewardship 

 Cross – Boundary Investments/ e.g FDI) 

 Joint Regional Projects 

However, there seem hidden agenda behind these pillars. For example, in the name of cross-

Boundary Investments, local Oromo farmers are going to lose their land for the so-called “investors” 

and under the pretext of promoting national economy through FDI initiatives In addition, if the plan is 

going to be realized natural and environmental degradation is inevitable.  

In addition, the Basic Principles of the Integrated Regional Development Plan are: 

   Ensuring Mutual Benefits 

   A joint development Framework – not a substitute for local plans 

   An Integrated Regional Plan voluntarily accepted by participating partners 

   Differences resolved through negotiation and under in-win scenario 

Nevertheless, the plan will not ensure a mutual benefit at it is largely intended to displace Oromo 

farmers from their land. In additions, the populations of the two areas are not homogenous. Hence, 

they have no common interest. Even though it is said the “IRDP’ will be voluntarily accepted by 

participating partners, the top cadres in Oromia themselves have strongly opposed the plan on the 

conference. Beside, the implicit objective of the plan is to remove/avoid the differences in language 

and culture there by to plant “Ethiopianism or Tigreans” on Oromo land. The plan is intended to say 

good bye to Oromo Culture and language. The other thing is that the differences between Oromo and 



others cannot be resolved as it is intended to eradicate Oromo identity, culture and language. As we 

know from history, Oromo’s never compromised on these issues. Hence, if the plan is to be 

implemented, peaceful co-existence may not be there.   

 

D.  Problems that may come because of the Integrated Regional Development Plan 

As different sources shown, many Oromo’s living in Special Zone has already lost their land in the 

name of foreign direct investment and land grasping. This is because of several fa3ctories are 

constructed in the special zone by taking the Lands from local Oromo farmers. It is not new to see 

Oromo labor workers or guards in their own land. Family members are highly displaced by this 

measure. Many went to street. Not only the displaced Oromos damaged by this. It is said chemical 

coming out of the factories are also hurting the health of the remaining Oromos. It is said that “In 

Central Oromia, thousands of people and their livestock died due to the industrial pollution directly 

released to rivers and lakes.” 

Taking the above as an experience, there also different reasons why the newly Master plan of 

Finfinne should not be implemented on Oromo people. Some of the reasons are: 

1. It will bring Extreme Poverty: It is inevitable that the local Oromo farmers lost their land in the 

name of investment and urbanization. This means that the Oromos are systematically cleaned from 

their own land, as they were cleaned from Finfinnee in earlier days. Hence, the local farmers lose 

their land which is part of their permanent asset. After the lose their land, the farmers will going to 

work for 300 birrr in the factory or serve as house servant or home guard, which is already started.  

By doing so, the farmers face extreme poverty. In addition, the gap between rich and poor will very 

high. For example, one writer described the impact of “investment” saying: 

“The current regime has sold out more than 3 million hectares of fertile land to the 

foreigner investors after forcefully displacing Oromo farmers from their ancestral land. 

The grabbing of land ended the indigenous people without shelter and foods. This 

displacement of the Oromo people accompanied by limitless human rights violations set 

the Oromo to be the vast number of immigrants in the Horn of Africa.” 

 

2. Family displacement and disintegration: Members of a family will be displaced and 

disintegrated as a result of loosing their land. In addition, the workers of Finfinnee special zone will 

be displaced as they are working in Afan Oromo.  

 3. Abuse of constitutional rights: After long year of struggle and sacrifice of thousands of Life, 

Afan Oromo given constitution right to be used in administration, school and other sectors in Oromia 



region. This is one of the basic objectives that Oromos has been struggling. However, if the master 

plan is going to be implemented, working language of Finfinnee City, Amharic, is going to be used in 

the areas. By doing so, the local people will be forced to learn new language to use it for different 

purpose. The measure will take back Oromo to the “Atse” region. The Federal Constitution states 

“Every people, nation and nationality have the right to speak, to write and to develop their own 

language, as well as to express, to develop and to promote their culture and history. Article 39” will 

be clearly violated. The Oromo living in Finfinnee Special Zone will lose the rights that the FDRE 

constitution guarantees them.  

4. Academic and psychological impacts on Oromo students: If the newly proposed master plan of 

Finfinnee City is going to be implemented, Oromo students living in the surrounding area will attend 

their education in Amharic, which is second language to the students. It is strongly argued that using 

the native languages of students as a medium of instruction is a decisive factor for effective learning 

However, this situation, failure to give a role to native languages and largely depending on 

second/foreign language instruction, brought various difficulties to students. The students are 

expected to entangle not only with learning the subject matters but also the language itself. It also 

creates difficulty to students in expressing themselves and as a result it limits their classroom 

participation as there is fear of making mistakes. In addition, it is a barrier to smooth classroom 

communication. It is also argued that use of a second/foreign language in education negatively affects 

the ability and the ease with which knowledge is acquired by students. It also affects the performance 

of students and creates difficulties in developing their cognitive skills. Moreover, giving low status to 

native languages of students in educational setting leads to marginalization of majority of the citizens 

from active engagement in the development arena. In general, the master plan will have negative 

impacts on Oromo students in various academic aspects.  

5. Impact on Identity and Culture of Local Oromo People: The new plan will make Oromos to 

lose their identity and culture, like the previous regimes did. This is because people having different 

identity and culture are going to settle on Oromo land. The settlers will push out the Oromo identity 

and replace by their own.  The Oromo’s will have very limited opportunity to exercise their cultural 

value and linguistic form. The language and cultural development will be also hampered by the new 

plan.  

 



6. Economic impact: If the master plan is going to be realized, the Finfinnee City Adminstration will 

control all economic aspects of the areas. The income that is collected from different factories  will be 

taken.  The Oromiya government will loose great income to  Finfinnee city administration. 

 

7. Impact on Natural Resource and Environment: As the result of the plan, there will be 

overspread ground and surface water pollution. In addition, there will be severe deforestation and 

natural resource depletion.  

 

8. Cutting Oromia into East and West Regions: The new Master Plan of Finfinne city will cut the 

current Oromia into two parts i.e. Eastern and Western. This is because the Central and great part of 

Oromia is proposed to be taken and incorporated into Finfinnee. Hence, the Central part that joins 

East and West will be taken.   

D. What Should be done to Save the Oromo People around Finfinnee 

As shown above, the master plan is so disadvantage for Oromia. In general, if we see the plan, it will 

affect local Oromo people in various aspects.  However, the government who is supposed to represent 

the Oromo people is unable to see the danger. So we kindly ask the Oromos at home and Diaspora 

and other concerned bodies to forward ways and mechanisms to stop the intended plan. We ask the 

Oromo people and international communities, who will stand for the Oromo’s living around 

Finfinnee?? 

If we read an honest history of the present and past Governments of Ethiopia, we would conclude that 

the present Government is truly facing a difficult dilemma. At the dawn of the 21
st
 century, we can 

neither run away from ourselves nor hide our realities. We have to face our generation and the 

historical realities of our time. It is undeniable that today, people demand respect for their human and 

national rights. Above all, people will not rest until their identity and their sovereignty over what is 

theirs is ensured. These are the peoples' most burning issues. They realize that they have to make 

utmost effort of their own. It is within the context of the above-mentioned framework that the Oromo 

people resolutely demand their rights and freedom. It is to those who want to deny the rights and 

freedoms of the people that we are most bitterly opposed. It is a crime to deny the national identity 

and sovereignty of a people no matter how sophisticated the tactics used to do so. It is equally wrong 

to see the national desire of a people from a selfish perspective. It is based on the above concepts and 

precepts that the Oromo people continue their unceasing and bitter struggle against being treated as 



second class citizens. We know that our struggle is just for it is motivated by our desire to preserve 

our dignity and identity as a people. 

 

We, the sons and daughters of the Oromo people, strenuously oppose the implementation of new 

Master Plan for Finfinne administration because we fully understand the historical development of 

the desire of other people to displace the Oromo people in order to benefit the non-Oromo new 

comers and their lackeys in this country. This highly orchestrated conspiracy, the present Oromo 

generation shall not tolerate at any cost. It will steadfastly and resolutely resist the conspiracy. 

 

We also request international communities to put pressure on FDRE/TPLF Government and 

Finfinnee City Administration to stop the proposed Master Plan, which directly or indirectly harm the 

Oromo people. 

 

We call on the Federal Government of Ethiopia, House of Peoples' Representatives, the 

Federation Council, the Oromia Council  to stop clearing Oromo people from their home Land 

in the name of inequitable Development and replacing others on their land. 

 

Please generate comments as many as possible on what should be done about the plan.  

 

 

May Waaq Gurraacha help us! 

 

 From: Sabbontoota Oromoo, Oromia.  

We are always Oromo First!!!! 

Sabbontoota Oromo can be reached at    sabboontotaaoromo@yahoo.in  


